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Sunday – March 17, 2019 

Heart to Heart... 

We read in Galatians 5:20 according to the deeds of the flesh, the word “sorcery” is listed. 

We don’t speak much about sorcery today and many may not be aware how prevalent it is in our 

day and time. In Lily Dale, New York, it is the largest ‘spiritualist’ city in the world. All sorts of 

mediums are found there claiming they serve God but also the world of the dead. It’s alive and 

well among us. 

In Exodus 22:18 the Lord spoke to Israel, “You shall not allow a sorceress to live.” In 

Leviticus 20:27 God spoke: “Now a man or woman who is a medium or a spiritist shall surely 

be put to death. They shall be stoned with stones, their bloodguiltiness is upon them.” Those 

are strong words. It sure doesn’t line up with our thinking in this day and time as our society 

would not approve.  

Could spiritists, mediums, sorcerers or any such type really contact the dead? We have some 

claiming they can. One cannot prove it from OT Scriptures. We do read in I Samuel 28 where 

King Saul goes to a medium to bring up Samuel from the dead. It surprised them both and they 

both knew death was the result for them attempting this! If they can or cannot contact the dead, 

why was God so against it by taking their life? The whole effort of witchcraft, sorcery, mediums 

and such was a sign of rebellion against God! Consulting the dead was a complete rejection of 

God and His word. God sent His prophets teaching, preaching His word and when people turned 

to other means to achieve insight, it was a slap directly in the face of God. To turn to man and the 

spiritist world is turning from the covenant God, choosing ways other than God and purposes not 

known to God. For one to deliberately choose what God does not approve is pure evil. Paul told 

the Romans that whatever is not of faith is sin (Romans 14:23). There were those in Christ who 

believed eating meat from an idol’s temple, where they worshiped the idol, was sinful. By 

observing those stronger in Christ who realized there was no such thing as an idol and they ate, 



the weaker would find themselves eating of the meat under the idea that others did it so they 

could too. And if they did this without faith in God, serving God but just blinding following the 

lead of others, it was sinful! Faith in God is the issue and always the issue.    

When one looks at the word “warlock” it comes from an old English word that means “oath 

breaker.” When Israel turned to the spiritist world, to mediums and such, it was literally true, an 

“oath breaker” before God. People who seek such spread distrust and disloyalty toward the Lord 

God. They encouraged fraud and practiced the lies with it. People doing such are proclaiming the 

power of the dead and spirits over the Almighty who teaches and leads. Sorcery seduces those 

fearful to giving money for what isn’t true or helpful and the result is faith is either weakened or 

lost in the Lord. Sorcery, mediums, spiritists steal faith! 

What do we do today? Millions bury their heads into choices in the astrology columns! They 

trust in astrologers who know better than God and put faith into what is read. People believe their 

lives are guided by the stars. It seems the fearful, the unbelieving and hurting who turn to all the 

fraud for their daily guidance. Just read Leviticus 20:6 where God not only declares a judgment 

against the mediums and such but also those who trusted them by listening to them while 

rejecting His teachings and guidance. To God, sorcery was high treason! It might do us well to 

pay close attention to where we get our daily and future guidance from and in the NT Scripture, 

it is called a deed of the flesh and those who practice such will not inherit the kingdom of God. 

They are on the outside with those weeping and gnashing their teeth eternally. Think about it!!! 
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